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Abstract 
 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) plays a significant role in 

geophysical studies and remote sensing applications. SAR inherits the 

benefits of imaging RADAR over the other optical sensors such as 

working in all weather conditions and working independently of 

sunlight. In addition to these benefits SAR generates a finer resolution 2-

D image compared to conventional (real) aperture radar. Due to the sole 

merits of Ultrawideband-Ultrawidebeam (UWB) Bistatic SAR, this 

thesis introduces and analyzes a fast time domain algorithm for its image 

formation. This algorithm inherits the advantages of time-domain 

algorithms over frequency domain ones. It divides the full synthetic 

aperture into subapertures. Each subaperture generates a polar grid 

image. The key point is that the subaperture polar images have very low 

resolution in cross range (the angular direction); this means that they can 

be calculated on a pixel grid that is coarse in the angular direction. The 

final image is obtained by combining all subaperture polar images after 

converting them to the final high-resolution Cartesian image, in this 

conversion interpolation is used. Since the subaperture images contain 

far fewer pixels in cross range than the final image, far fewer operations 

are required to be executed as compared to Global Backprojection GBP. 

Due to using the polar grid, the proposed algorithm is named Bistatic 

Polar-FBP (Bi-PFBP). It is found that although for N×N scene image 

with N aperture positions the Bi-PFBP computational load is less by 

approximately a factor of    as compared to GBP, the image quality 

generated by each one of them is almost the same.  

 

 

 

Keywords: Bi-static SAR, Fast Backprojection, Global Backprojection, 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION ome 

 

1.1 Introduction 

This thesis is in the field of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) which plays a significant 

role in geophysical studies and remote sensing applications. SAR inherits the benefits of 

imaging RADAR over the other optical sensors such as working in all weather conditions 

and working independently of sunlight [1]. In addition to these benefits SAR generates a 

finer resolution 2-D image
1 

compared to conventional (real) aperture radar; and this is the 

main reason of inventing SAR  [2]. As other radar systems SAR has a large bandwidth 

(narrow pulses) which results in high range resolution. On the other side high azimuth 

resolution requires large aperture antenna or high operational frequency, but both were 

practically impossible before SAR invention. To overcome this impossibility, instead of 

building a large physical array antenna, SAR platform works as a single array element that 

moves through consecutive element positions to create a large synthetic aperture antenna [2],  

[3]. Some SARs use low frequencies (long wavelengths) to detect objects underneath or to 

have ground penetration ability for geological purposes, these kinds of applications are called 

FOPEN or GPEN SAR [4]. On the other hand using low frequency affects negatively the 

azimuth resolution, but to avoid that these low frequency SARs use Ultrawidebeam antenna, 

ie larger Synthetic Aperture. Also the low frequency SAR uses Ultrawide bandwidth signal 

to have high range resolution, so it is called Ultrawideband-Ultrawidebeam (UWB) SAR. 

 From the positions of transmitter and receiver point of view, SAR systems can be 

classified as monostatic or bistatic. Monostatic SAR is the SAR system that has co-located 

transmitter and receiver while bistatic SAR refers to SAR system whose transmitter and 

receiver(s) are separated. The advantages of bistatic SAR over monostatic SAR can be 

summarized as follow: its higher capability for avoiding jammers and RFI sources, 

enhancing object’s classification ability by observing objects from different angles with 

multiple deployed receivers, and its higher design flexibility which leads to lower 

implementation cost for bistatic SAR as compared to monostatic SAR. Also processing SAR 

data usually requires much effort and may only be handled at ground stations. This can easily 

be performed by bistatic SAR due to its flexibility in deploying receiver(s)  [1]. 

Due to the sole advantages of UWB Bistatic SAR, there have been a great number of 

researches on this field. Many researches have worked on modifying the available mono-

                                                 

 

 

 

1
 The two dimension are named range and azimuth 
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static SAR image formation algorithms to process bistatic SAR image where frequency 

domain algorithms such as Range Doppler (RD), Range Migration (RM) and Chirp Scaling 

(CS) were given a great attention. However these frequency domain algorithms have some 

drawbacks such as: 1) some of them are built on approximations that are not applicable for 

large image size or large integration angle as in UWB SARs, 2) some of them are derived for 

a linear flight track which is not valid in common cases specially in long integration time 

case, 3) some of them require interpolation in frequency domain and thus will lead to spread 

these interpolation errors over the whole image, and 4) they require a large computer 

memory storage. Hence for these drawbacks, frequency domain algorithms are not 

recommended for UWB SAR image formation  [5],  [6],  [7]. Thus for UWB Bistatic SAR 

image processing it is better to use time domain algorithms which overcome the frequency 

domain algorithms’ cons. An example of time domain algorithms is Global Backprojection 

(GBP)  [1],  [8],  [9]. Although GBP may be used for UWB bistatic SAR without any 

modification, the number of operations required by GBP is higher as compared to the 

frequency domain algorithms  [6]. However in monostatic SARs, there are fast time domain 

algorithms whose computational load is quite similar to that of frequency domain algorithms. 

Some examples of these algorithms are Fast Backprojection (FBP) and Fast Factorized 

Backprojection (FFBP)  [5],  [7]. So modifying these time domain monostatic SAR 

algorithms to bistactic cases seems to be an interesting research topic in UWB bistatic SAR 

image formation.  

A Fast Backprojection algorithm for UWB bistatic SAR image processing is 

presented in [1]. It is called Bistatic Fast Backprojection (BiFBP). BiFBP processes the 

UWB bistatic SAR data based on the subaperture and subimage basis to reduce the 

computational load radically, i.e. it uses the local Backprojection concept. Also a subimage 

based FFBP algorithm for bistatic SAR is introduced in [10]. 

In this thesis a fast timedomain algorithm for UWB bistatic SAR image formation is 

introduced and analyzed. This algorithm inherits the time-domain algorithms’ advantages. It 

divides the full synthetic aperture into subapertures. Each subaperture generates a polar grid 

image. The key point is that the subaperture polar images have very low resolution in cross 

range (the angular direction); this means that they can be calculated on a pixel grid that is 

coarse in the angular direction. The final image is obtained by combining all subaperture 

polar images after converting them to the final high-resolution Cartesian image, in this 

conversion interpolation is used. Since the subaperture images contain far fewer pixels in 

cross range than the final image, far fewer operations are required to be executed as 

compared to GBP. Due to using the polar grid, the proposed algorithm is named Bistatic 

Polar-FBP (Bi-PFBP). According to the knowledge of the author, the benefit of the proposed 

Bi-PFBP over the currently available subimage based fast time domain algorithms is that Bi-

PFBP derives a limit for the 2D sampling frequencies of the subaperture polar image. Having 

these 2D sampling frequencies means that the inter samples separation is determined in both 

range and angular directions. Also the inter angular samples separation can be used as the 

inter beam separation in the subimage based fast time domain algorithms. Thus the analysis 

of the proposed Bi-PFBP is very useful in designing both the polar and the subimage based 

FBP or FFBP for UWB Bistatic SAR. 
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1.2 Thesis Scope 

The aim of this thesis is to propose a fast time domain algorithm for UWB bistatic 

SAR image formation. The proposed algorithm is named Bistatic Polar-FBP (Bi-PFBP). The 

objectives of this proposed algorithm are as the following: 

 Inheriting the time-domain algorithms’ merits over frequency-domain algorithms. 

 Having less computation load as compared to the standard back projection GBP, 

and at the same time reserving almost the same formed image quality.  

 Deriving the inter samples separation for the scene image in both range and cross 

range directions which is very useful in designing both the polar and the subimage 

based FBP or FFBP for UWB Bistatic SAR. 

In this work logical and mathematical analysis methodology is used in proposing Bi-

PFBP for UWB bistatic SAR image formation. Also a single point target MATLAB 

simulated image is used to verify the aim of Bi-PFBP, and this simulated image’s resolution 

is used as a measurement tool for image quality comparison between proposed Bi-PFBP and 

GBP algorithm. 

 

1.3 Thesis Outlines 

This thesis’s report consists of five chapters. These chapters are as follows: 

 The next chapter, chapter 2, discusses the main concepts of the RADAR and the 

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems. 

 Chapter 3 talks about the SAR image formation algorithms, and gives the details 

of GBP and the proposed Bi-PFBP algorithms. 

 Chapter 4 describes the implementation and the simulation of Bi-PFBP & GBP 

and comparing their obtained results. 

 At the end, Chapter 5 offers the conclusions for this thesis work. 
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CHAPTER 2  

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR 

 

2.1 Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) 

The earliest experiments in aircraft detection by radar were in 1934, and then the radar 

systems were used both on the ground and in the air during World War II. Nowadays, radars 

are well known systems with many applications such as detection, location, surveillance, 

telemetry, imaging, etc. 

The RADAR principle (“Radio Detection and Ranging”) is based on the principles of 

electromagnetic radio waves propagation: an electromagnetic wave emitted by the radar 

transmitter, called pulse, is backscattered by targets. At the radar receiver the received signal, 

once analyzed, makes it possible to detect and locate these targets. The distances or ranges 

between the targets and the radar are calculated by using the time delay between the 

transmitted and received pulses, and assuming that the propagation velocity of the wave 

remains fairly constant close to the speed of light  [11]. 

From the positions of transmitter and receiver point of view, radar systems can be 

classified as monostatic or bistatic. Monostatic radar is the radar system that has co-located 

transmitter and receiver while bistatic radar refers to radar system whose transmitter and 

receiver(s) are separated. 

For the Bistatic case the amount of power Pr returning back to the radar receiving 

antenna is given by the radar equation: 

   
       

  

       
   

                                                         (2.1) 

where Pt is the transmitted pulse power, Gt is the transmitter’s antenna gain, Gr is the 

receiver’s antenna gain, λ is the signal’s wave length, σ is the radar cross section of the 

target, Rt represents the distance between the radar transmitter and the target, Rr is the 

distance from the target to the radar receiver. Hence, the higher the target’s radar cross 

section, the more power will be reflected back to the receiver. In the case of Monostatic 

radar, both the transmitter and the receiver are using the same antenna, so Rt = Rr =R, and Gt 

= Gr =G, thus the radar equation is become as: 

   
   

    

       
                                                        (2.2) 

2.1.1 RADAR’s transmitted, received, and compressed pulse signals 

As it is said in the previous section, the range between the target and the radar is 

calculated by using the time delay between the transmitted and received pulses, and assuming 

that the propagation velocity equals to the speed of light. The time delay between the txed 

and rxed pulses is determined by doing cross correlation between the txed and rxed pulses. 

This cross correlation operation is known as pulse compression. The linear FM waveform is 
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the common choice for the txed pulse; its attractiveness is due to the simplicity in signal 

generation and processing. A famous name for this waveform is chirp waveform because its 

sound is like the bird’s chirp. The chirp txed signal can be written as: 

               
   

 
             

  

 
                                            (2.3) 

where fc is the center frequency, K is the chirp rate, and Tp is the pulse duration.  

If the path loss is compensated, the received echo signal from a target will be: 

                    
       

 

 
                

  

 
                                  (2.4) 

where td is the time delay between the txed and rxed chirp pulses, and it is given by: 

    
                                          
                            

                                     (2.5) 

After receiving the Sr(t), the pulse compression is done by filtering the Sr(t) by a filter 

matched to the txed signal St(t) i.e. the filter is St
*
(-t), where * represents complex conjugate. 

It can be shown [12] that the compressed pulse signal Scp(t) is given by: 

                         
           

      
                                              (2.6) 

where Ts(t)= Tp/2+│t-td│/2   and   u=2πK(t-td) 

So the compressed pulse signal Scp(t) has a shape of a sinc function weighted by Ts(t) 

which is a triangular window whose width is 2Tp and centered on td. This window is 

particularly important in the case where the transmitted signal is not FM wave (then K = 0 

and the sinc function is reduced to a unit pulse). 

2.1.2 RADAR’s resolution and Pulse repetition frequency 

Although Imaging RADARs provide a two dimensional rectangular image, (rather 

than a circular image, as provided by surveillance radars), French radar operators still use the 

more well-known notions of range and azimuth for the two dimensions and this will be used 

in this thesis. On the other hand, the English radar operators would rather refer to them as 

cross track and along track, which is more appropriate. 

Radar’s resolution is related to its ability to differentiate clearly in both range and 

azimuth between two adjacent targets. By analyzing the compressed pulse signal Scp(t) it can 

be shown that the range resolution rd depends on the band width “BW” of the transmitted 

pulse, and it is given by: 

    

  
                                                        (2.7) 

Figure 2.1 explains the concept of the Range resolution in a simple manner. From 

figure 2.1, If the pulse is very short, the radar will receive two distinct echoes from two 

adjacent targets (at a distance d from each other) i.e., it will be able to differentiate between 

them. On the other hand, if Tp ≥ ∆t=2d/c , the echoes from the two targets will be mixed up, 

and this means that in this case the range resolution is bigger than the distance between the 

two targets and they will appear as a one big target. 
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Azimuth resolution raz (see Figure 2.2) is specified by the radar’s antenna pattern (or 

conventionally speaking, by the angular aperture at –3 dB). It can be shown [12] that, raz is 

related to the target’s range ‘D’ as below: 

          
 

 
                                                   (2.8) 

where λ is the signal wave length, and L is the antenna length. 

In airborne or spaceborne radars, the azimuth resolution will be rather low because an 

aircraft or a spacecraft cannot possibly carry very large radar’s antenna. As an example, the 

azimuth resolution of an imaging radar carries a 6 m long antenna and operating in the X-

band (λ = 3 cm) will be about 50 m to 10 km range (airborne) or about 5 km to 1,000 km 

range (spaceborne) [12].  

The radar’s Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) has to be selected and adapted 

according to its azimuth resolution and to the platform speed v; it is such that the radar 

travels a distance v / PRF = raz along its path between two pulse transmissions. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Range and azimuth resolutions of a detection radar [12]. 

 
Figure 2.1. Range resolution of a radar [12]. 
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2.2 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an imaging radar that can be carried on an aircraft 

(airborne) or a satellite (spaceborne). Actually SAR is used to improve the radar resolution 

especially the azimuth resolution, i.e.; the resolution in the direction of the radar’s platform 

movement. To improve the azimuth resolution, as mentioned in the previous section (see 

equation 2.8), the antenna’s length has to be increased. Since this cannot be physically done, 

a virtual solution should be taken to reach this goal. “The American Carl Wiley first had the 

idea in 1951 of using platform movement and signal coherence to reconstruct a large antenna 

by calculation.” [12]. As the radar travels between two pulse transmissions, it is actually 

possible to combine in phases all of the echoes and thus synthesize a very large antenna 

array. This is the principle of synthetic aperture radar, and it is shown in Figure 2.3. In 

another words, instead of building a large physical array antenna, SAR platform works as a 

single array element that moves through consecutive element positions to create a large 

synthetic aperture antenna [2], [3].  

Since radio waves move at the speed of light, the speed of SAR’s platform could be 

neglected by using start-stop-approximation in this case. Therefore by using this 

approximation, at each aperture (element) position the SAR is assumed to send the chirp 

signal and receive the echoes and generate the compressed pulse signal Scp(t). Then the 

generated compressed pulse signal Scp(t) from each aperture position is processed by the SAR 

image formation algorithms to construct the required image. 

 

 

2.2.1 SAR Geometry 

To understand the SAR operation it is necessary to know the following concepts and 

definitions about SAR Geometry. First of all, it is important to mention that as SAR deals 

with range information, side-looking antenna is necessary. In fact, if the ground is 

illuminated vertically, there would always be two points placed at the same distance, one on 

each side of the SAR’s track (see Figure 2.4). Therefore, the image would fold onto itself, 

with points placed right and left of the track mixing together. 

 
Figure 2.3. The SAR principle: all along its path, the SAR gets a series of images that are 

combined by post processing. Therefore the final image seems like an image generated by an 

antenna that is the sum of all the basic antennae [12]. 
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The elements of SAR Geometry are illustrated in figure 2.5. The basic elements are as 

follows: 

Target: This is the piece of the Earth’s surface which the SAR system is imaging. 

Beam footprint: it is the partition of the Earth’s surface that is illuminated by the 

radar’s antenna beam. 

Nadir: This is the point directly underneath the SAR’s platform, i.e. the SAR’s 

platform projection on the earth. 

Swath: It is the width of the SAR’s Beam footprint. 

Slant range: This is the distance from the SAR’s platform to the viewed target.  

Ground range: It represents the projection of the Slant Range on the Earth's Surface. 

Near range: It is the edge of the swath closest to the nadir point. 

Far rang: This is the edge of the swath farthest away from the nadir point.  

Integration angle: This angle is determined by the lines drawn from the two ends of 

the SAR’s flight track joining the point target. Thus, Synthetic aperture length (L) can be 

computed from the integration angle. It is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5. The elements of SAR Geometry. 

 
Figure 2.4. Airborne imaging radar: vertical looking and side looking. Vertical looking results 

in image folding [12]. 
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2.2.2 Types of SAR Operation 

The SAR operations can be divided into different types according to different point of 

views. These different types are as follows: 

 From the used platform point of view, SAR is classified into two kinds, Airborne 

SAR and Spaceborne SAR. 

 In terms of the employed antenna’s directivity, SAR is categorized into three 

classes, Stripmap SAR, Scan SAR, and Spotlight SAR  [2]. In Stripmap SAR, 

antenna’s directivity is invariable during the entire period of platform movement. 

For Scan SAR, antenna’s directivity is changed continuously along SAR’s flight 

path to illuminate a band of ground at any angle to the path of motion. In case of 

Spotlight SAR, antenna’s directivity is altered consistently during the SAR’s 

flight path to focus on a particular area of interest. Figure 2.7 illustrates these 

modes of SAR. 

 Some SARs use low frequencies (long wavelengths) to detect objects underneath 

or to have ground penetration ability for geological purposes, these kinds of 

applications are called FOPEN or GPEN SAR [4]. On the other hand using low 

frequency affects negatively the azimuth resolution, but to avoid that these low 

frequency SARs use Ultrawidebeam antenna, ie larger Synthetic Aperture. Also 

the low frequency SAR uses Ultrawide bandwidth signal to have high range 

resolution, so it is called Ultrawideband-Ultrawidebeam (UWB) SAR. In contrast 

to this type there is another SAR type called narrowband-narrowbeam (NB) SAR. 

 From the positions of transmitter and receiver point of view, SAR systems can be 

classified as monostatic or bistatic. Monostatic SAR is the SAR system that has 

co-located transmitter and receiver while Bistatic SAR refers to SAR system 

whose transmitter and receiver(s) are separated. The advantages of bistatic SAR 

over monostatic SAR can be summarized as follow: its higher capability for 

avoiding jammers and RFI sources, enhancing object’s classification ability by 

 
Figure 2.6. Integration angle. 

Azimuth positions 

Integration angle 

Point Target 
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observing objects from different angles with multiple deployed receivers, and its 

higher design flexibility which leads to lower implementation cost for bistatic 

SAR as compared to monostatic SAR. Also processing SAR data usually requires 

much effort and may only be handled at ground stations. This can easily be 

performed by bistatic SAR due to its flexibility in deploying receiver(s)  [1]. 

Due to the sole advantages of UWB Bistatic SAR, there have been a great number of 

researches on this field. One of these researches is this thesis in which a fast time domain 

algorithm for UWB Bistatic SAR image formation is introduced and analyzed. 

 

 

  

 
Figure 2.7. Three different SAR modes: Stripmap, Scan and Spotlight  [2]. 
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CHAPTER 3  

SAR IMAGE FORMATION ALGORITHMS 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the job of SAR image formation algorithms is 

to produce the required scene image by processing the compressed pulse signal Scp(t) from 

each aperture position. The SAR image formation algorithms can be divided into two classes, 

frequency domain algorithms and time domain algorithms. Frequency domain algorithms 

are also sometimes called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based algorithms. On the other 

hand, time domain algorithms are as well called back-projection algorithms. 

3.1 Frequency domain Vs Time domain SAR image formation algorithms 

At the beginning most of SAR systems used Frequency domain algorithms due to 

their computational efficiency. The common frequency domain algorithms are Range 

Doppler (RD), Range Migration (RM) and Chirp Scaling (CS). However these frequency 

domain algorithms have some drawbacks such as:  

1) Some of them are built on approximations that are not applicable for large image 

size or large integration angle as in UWB SARs case.  

2) Some of them are derived for a linear flight track which is not valid in common 

cases specially in long integration time case. 

3) Some of them require interpolation in frequency domain and thus will lead to 

spread these interpolation errors over the whole image after converting it to time domain.  

4) They require large computer memory storage to store and evaluate the two-

dimensional frequency transforms. 

 Hence due to these drawbacks, frequency domain algorithms are not recommended 

for UWB SAR image formation  [5],  [6],  [7]. Thus for UWB Bistatic SAR image 

processing it is better to use time domain (back-projection) algorithms which overcome the 

frequency domain algorithms’ cons. The origin of the time domain (back-projection) 

algorithms is Global Back-projection (GBP)  [1],  [8],  [9]. Although GBP may be used for 

UWB bistatic SAR without any modification, the number of operations required by GBP is 

higher as compared to the frequency domain algorithms  [6]. However in monostatic SARs, 

there are fast time domain (back-projection) algorithms whose computational load is quite 

similar to that of frequency domain algorithms. Some examples of these algorithms are Fast 

Backprojection (FBP) and Fast Factorized Backprojection (FFBP)  [5],  [7]. So modifying 

these time domain monostatic SAR algorithms to bistactic cases seems to be an interesting 

research topic in UWB bistatic SAR image formation. In this thesis a fast back-projection 

algorithm for UWB bistatic SAR image formation is proposed and investigated. This 

algorithm inherits the time-domain algorithms’ merits over frequency-domain algorithms, 

and also it has less computation load as compared to the standard back projection GBP, and 

at the same time reserving almost the same formed image quality. 
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3.2 Global Back-Projection algorithm (GBP) 

The Global Back-Projection (GBP) algorithm is the origin of the time domain (back-

projection) algorithms for SAR image formation. Normally the evaluation of any new time-

domain algorithm is done by comparing its performance with the performance of GBP. The 

GBP algorithm is a linear and direct transformation process from radar echo, after pulse 

compression, into a complex SAR image. 

3.2.1 GBP for Mono-static SAR 

To perform back-projection processing, the radar motion history and a set of range-

compressed pulses are required. For mono-static SAR the imaged scene is recommended to 

be reconstructed on the slant range plane ( ,  ) to simplify the range calculation, i.e. x 

represents the azimuth direction, while r represents the slant range direction. If SAR platform 

is assumed to move along the x axes with a speed represented by v, this means that the 

position of the SAR on x axes at time t (known as the slow time) will be given by vt. Here the 

start-stop-approximation is used, which means that the SAR does not move a significant 

distance while the pulse is being transmitted and received. For simplicity but without loss of 

generality, consider the case of an ideal point target placed at ( o,  o). In this case the 

received pulse-compressed signal at each aperture position is given by 

                                
             

        
                              

              (3.1) 

where   and   represent azimuth-time (slow-time) and range time (fast-time), respectively. 

And Ts(t,τ)= Tp/2+│τ-td(t)│/2   and   u=2πK(τ-td(t)) 

and where        
      

 
 

               

 
 

All the other parameters are the same as in chapter 2. A sketch of this received pulse-

compressed signal at each aperture position is shown in figure 3.1. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Received pulse-compressed signal at each aperture position. 
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The back projection from the received pulse-compressed signal to construct the 

imaged scene, is done by assigning a value for each imaged scene pixel ( ,  ) according to 

the following formula 

               
     

 
 

  
 

 
  
 

                                            (3.2) 

where                        and    is the integration time. 

In reality, the data are discretely sampled, so the integral in equation (3.2) must be 

replaced with a summation over the whole azimuth (aperture) positions. 

Figure 3.2 shows the back-projection of mono-static SAR received pulse-compressed 

echo into slant range plane ( ,  ). As illustrated, the GBP for mono-static SAR is carried out 

over the circular mapping. The center of the circle is determined by the azimuth (aperture) 

position of the SAR’s platform and the radius is specified by the range  . The SAR’s image 

pixel at ( ,  ) and other pixels, which have the same range   from the azimuth (aperture) 

position, i.e. indicated by the solid circle in Figure 3.2, are assigned a value of a received 

pulse-compressed radar echo sample corresponding to this range R. 

 

 

3.2.2 GBP for Bi-static SAR 

For bi-static SAR to perform back-projection processing, the motion history of the 

SAR’s transmitter and receiver in addition to a set of range-compressed pulses are required. 

Moreover in bi-static SAR there are more than one slant range planes if the flight paths of the 

transmitter and receiver platforms are not in a straight line. Therefore in bi-static SAR case 

the imaged scene is recommended to be reconstructed on the ground plane ( , y), rather than 

the slant range plane, to simplify the range calculation. Again for simplicity and without loss 

of generality, consider the case of an ideal point target placed at ( o, yo). In this case the 

 
Figure 3.2. GBP for mono-static SAR into a slant range plane ( ,  ). 
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received pulse-compressed signal at each aperture position is given by Scp(t,τ) same as in 

equation (3.1), but in this case td(t) is given by 

      
             

 
 

           
 
           

 
   

             
 
           

 
   

 

 
             (3.3) 

where Rot(t) represents the distance between the SAR’s transmitter, at each aperture position, 

and the point target. Ror(t) is the distance from the target to the SAR’s receiver.    and    

represent the velocity of the SAR’s transmitter and receiver platforms respectively, with the 

subscripts   and   indicate the velocity components in   and   directions respectively. h  and 

h  are the height of the SAR’s transmitter and receiver platforms respectively. 

As before, the back projection from the received pulse-compressed signal to construct 

the imaged scene, is done by assigning a value for each imaged scene pixel ( , y) according 

to the following formula 

               
             

 
 

  
 

 
  
 

                                          (3.4) 

where                 
 
          

 
   

   

and                    
 
          

 
   

  

and    is the integration time. 

Remember that in reality, the data are discretely sampled, so the integral in equation 

(3.4) must be replaced with a summation over the whole azimuth (aperture) positions. 

Figure 3.3 shows the back-projection of bi-static SAR received pulse-compressed 

echo into ground plane ( , y). As illustrated, the GBP for bi-static SAR is carried out over the 

elliptical mapping. The ellipse’s foci are specified by the aperture positions of the SAR’s 

transmitter and receiver platforms at a time instance. The ellipse’s major axis is identified by 

the line linked the SAR’s aperture positions of transmitter and receiver platforms. The SAR’s 

image pixel at ( , y) and other pixels, which have the same range (  = Rt + Rr), i.e. indicated 

by the solid ellipse in Figure 3.3, are given a value of a received pulse-compressed radar echo 

sample corresponding to this range R. 

In both mono-static and bi-static GBP (BiGBP), the ranges  (t) between all SAR’s 

aperture positions and all imaged scene pixels are necessary to be computed. This makes 

GBP ineffective from the computation load point of view. For example, consider using GPB 

to construct an M by N pixels image with L aperture positions. If spotlight mode is used, the 

integral in equation (3.2) & (3.4) will be executed over the whole aperture positions and for 

all image pixels. This means that the number of operations required by GBP (GBP_Nop), in 

this case, will be  

                    
                
                                              (3.5) 

However, this high computational load is traded by high quality SAR’s images 

generated by GBP and the independence of GBP on bi-static configuration. Also the range 

calculation, on each aperture position, in GBP leads to automatic motion errors 
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compensation. In addition to these, the imaged scene size constructed by a SAR system using 

GPB can be unlimited and depends on the antenna beamwidth, platform attitude, integration 

time (angle), radiated power, Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) of that SAR system [1]. 

 

 

3.3 The proposed Bi-static SAR’s Fast Back-Projection image 

formation algorithm using Polar coordinates (Bi-PFBP) 

In this section the main aim of this thesis is described. As mentioned earlier this thesis 

aims to propose a fast back projection (time domain) algorithm for UWB bistatic SAR image 

formation. The proposed algorithm divides the full synthetic aperture into subapertures. Each 

subaperture generates a polar grid image. The key point of this algorithm is that the 

subaperture polar images have very low resolution in cross range (the angular direction); this 

means that they can be computed on a pixel grid that is coarse in the angular direction. At the 

end the final image is obtained by combining all subaperture polar images after converting 

them to the final high-resolution Cartesian image, in this conversion interpolation is used. 

Since the subaperture images contain far fewer pixels in cross range than the final image, far 

fewer operations are required to be performed than with GBP. Figure 3.4 illustrates the key 

point of the proposed algorithm. Due to using the polar grid the proposed algorithm is named 

Bistatic Polar-FBP (Bi-PFBP). 

The reader should not mix the polar grid mentioned here with the well-known polar-

format method for SAR image formation. The polar grid which is utilized in fast back 

projection is a polar grid in the image (spacial) domain, while on the other hand the polar-

format processing employs a polar grid in the frequency domain. 

 
Figure 3.3. GBP for bi-static SAR into a ground plane ( , y). 
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3.3.1 Nyquist Sampling Rate for the subaperture’s polar image in Bi-PFBP 

According to the knowledge of the author, the benefit of the proposed Bi-PFBP over 

the currently available subimage based fast back projection (time domain) algorithms is that 

Bi-PFBP derives a limit for the 2D sampling frequencies (Nyquist Sampling Rate) of the 

subaperture polar image. Having these 2D sampling frequencies means that the inter samples 

separation is determined in both range and angular directions. Also the inter samples 

separation in the angular direction can be used as the inter beam separation in the subimage 

based fast time domain algorithms. Thus the analysis of the proposed Bi-PFBP is very useful 

in designing both the polar and the subimage based FBP or FFBP for UWB Bistatic SAR.  

In this section the derivation of the expressions for the Nyquist rate of the subaperture 

polar image is explained for the azimuth invariant bi-static SAR configuration where the 

flight paths of the SAR transmitter and receiver platforms are parallel and the velocities of 

these two platforms must be the same.  

Let us start the derivation by employing the assumption of azimuth invariant bi-static 

SAR configuration in equation (3.4), and also assume that the flight paths of the SAR 

transmitter and receiver platforms are parallel and in x axes direction. These assumptions 

lead to            , and             , substituting  these values in equation (3.4) 

results in 

               
             

 
 

  
 

 
  
 

                                          (3.6.a) 

where               
         

          and                  
         

 
              (3.6.b) 

Now if the full aperture time    (the integration time) is divided into Nsub subapertures, 

the subaperture time duration will be tsub = ti/Nsub. In this case the image Im(x,y) becomes a 

sum of all subaperture images Imi(x,y): 

 

(a)                                                                (b) 

Figure 3.4. (a) Bi-PFBP One subaperture’s polar grid image. 

(b) GBP using Cartesian grid image. 
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                                           (3.7) 

Where the subaperture image is given by 

                    
                     

 
 

    
 

 
    
 

   

After substituting the values of                       according to equation (3.6), 

the subaperture image in the Cartesian coordinates (x,y) will be 

             

 

       
              

 
      

                
 
      

 

 

 

 

    
 

 
    
 

   

   (3.8) 

Where tci is the time instance at which the SAR’s platform is on the middle (center) of the ith 

subaperture. No approximations are made in equation (3.7). Simply the integral in equation 

(3.6) is broken down into the sum of a series of subaperture integrals. From here forward, the 

concentration will be on the analysis of the subaperture image formula (3.8). 

In this section, the SAR’s flight tracks are assumed to be straight lines over the 

subaperture which is a reasonable assumption for sufficiently small subapertures. Moreover, 

this assumption is used only to derive the Nyquist sampling rates, however in the actual 

image formation process the true SAR’s flight tracks are used. The fact that the exact flight 

tracks are not precisely straight throughout a subaperture means that the Nyquist sampling 

rate may be slightly higher than for a straight subaperture. However as long as the used 

sampling rates are not too close to the Nyquist sampling rates there should be no problems. 

Now it is the time to re-express the subaperture image formula (3.8) in terms of the 

polar coordinates (r,α) where: 

 The coordinate r represents the distance from the subaperture image pixel at (r,α) 

to the subaperture’s center of the bistatic SAR’s transmitter.  

 The coordinate α represents the cosine of the angle between the SAR’s transmitter 

flight track and the line of sight to the pixel.  

Figure 3.5 illustrates the concept of subaperture image in the polar coordinates (r,α). 

According to the definitions of the polar coordinates (r,α), as explained in the 

previous paragraph, the relation between the Cartesian coordinates (x,y) and these polar 

coordinates (r,α) will be as follow 

                                                                   (3.9) 

              
                                                  (3.10) 
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By substituting the values of x and y from equations (3.9) & (3.10) into equation 

(3.8), the subaperture image in the polar coordinates (r,α) will be 

                    
         

                    
             

    
 

 
 

    
 

 
    
 

   

(3.11) 

Arranging the terms in (3.11) and defining a constant      
    

  results in 

                    
         

                  
           

 
 

    
 

 
    
 

   

(3.12) 

By using the approximation        
 

 
 , and also ignoring the very small 

terms; i.e. the terms containing (1/r), this leads to 

                    

                 
     

      
  

 
 

    
 

 
    
 

   

(3.13) 

The next step is to represent Scp(t,τ) into its Fourier transform Fcp(t,f), this results in 

 
Figure 3.5. The subaperture image in the polar coordinates (r,α). 

Imi(x,y)= Imi(r,α) 

SAR Tx 

SAR Rx 
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(3.14) 

Where Fmax and Fmin are the maximum and the minimum frequencies in the 

transmitted chirp signal, and they are given by 

        
   

 
       and               

   

 
 

Whereas mentioned before: fc is the center frequency, K is the chirp rate, and Tp is the 

pulse duration of the transmitted chirp signal. 

The following step is to calculate the 2D Fourier transform of the subaperture image 

Imi(r,α) with respect to both r and α: 

                       
               

 

 

 

  

   

(3.15) 

This 2D Fourier transform FImi(kr,kα) can be calculated quite accurately by using the 

stationary phase method [13]. The stationary phase conditions are 

 

  
 
   

 
                 

     

      
                          (3.16) 

and 

 

  
 
   

 
                 

     

      
                           (3.17) 

The solution of the above equations, (3.16) & (3.17), leads to the fact that FImi(kr,kα) 

is nonzero when 

 
          

  
    

          

  
                                         (3.18) 

and 

      

 
    

      

 
                                              (3.19) 

where (lsub = vxtsub) is the subaperture length, and A1 & A2 are constants given by 

     
    

     
    

    and         
    

     
    

                          (3.20) 

where rmin and rmax are the minimum and maximum range from the subaperture image to the 

subaperture’s center of the bistatic SAR’s transmitter. 

From equations (3.18) and (3.19) the 2D sampling frequencies (Nyquist Sampling 

Rates) of the subaperture polar image, with respect to both angular (α) and range (r) 

directions, should be as follow 
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                                                     (3.21) 

and 

    
 

 
                                                   (3.22) 

From another point of view equations (3.21) and (3.22) mean that the inter samples 

separation for the subaperture polar image, in both angular (α) and range (r) directions, 

should be given by 

   
 

   
 

 

          
     and        

 

   
 

 

             
                  (3.23) 

Thus from equation (3.23) it is clear that the number of samples needed in the angular 

(α) direction will be proportional to the subaperture length lsub. On the other hand, the 

number of samples needed in the range (r) direction will depend only on the system 

bandwidth, not on the subaperture length. 

3.3.2 Bi-PFBP Computational Load and Optimum Subaperture length 

Consider using Bi-PFBP to construct an N by N pixels image with N aperture 

positions in spotlight mode. Suppose that subapertures containing m pulses are used, hence 

there will be N/m subapertures to process. For each subaperture the polar grid will have on 

the order of Nm pixels. For each subaperture the following tasks must be carried out, with the 

related operations number shown in parentheses: 

1. Compute coordinates of the polar grid (Nm). 

2. Do backprojection for the subaperture polar image (Nm
2
). 

3. Interpolate the subaperture polar image grid to the final Cartesian image grid (N
2
). 

Therefore the total number of operations required by Bi-PFBP (Bi-PFBP_Nop), in this 

case, will be of the form 

             
 

 
                                             (3.24) 

The Optimum Subaperture length (mo), which leads to the minimum number of 

operations required by Bi-PFBP, is calculated by doing the derivative of (3.24) with respect 

to m and equalizes it with zero. Doing this derivation results in the fact that:      . If the 

subaperture length is made smaller, the final high-resolution image will be updated very 

frequently. On the other hand, if the subaperture length is made larger, the cross range 

(angular) resolution of the subaperture image will be too high. The optimal subaperture 

length (mo) represents a compromise between these two effects. By using mo and keeping 

just the leading order terms, the minimum number of operations required by Bi-PFBP will be 

              
                                                 (3.25) 

Comparing equation (3.25) with equation (3.5) demonstrates that the Bi-PFBP is 

better than the GBP by a factor of      . 
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CHAPTER 4  

SIMULATING BI-PFBP & GBP AND COMPARING 

THEIR RESULTS 

 

In this chapter the implementation of the two algorithms Bi-PFBP and GBP in 

MATLAB, as a simulation platform, is described. Also the gained results of each one of 

these two algorithms are explained. After that a comparison between the two algorithms 

results is shown. 

4.1 Simulating the matrix of the received pulse-compressed signal 

Scp(t,τ) for one point target 

Before the description of the implementation of the two algorithms, it is important to 

describe the simulation of the received data because it will be used as an input for both 

algorithms’ implementation. Here the received data is represented by the matrix of the 

received pulse-compressed signal Scp(t,τ) for one point target located in the middle of the 

imaged scene.  

In the simulation of the received data, and also in the simulation of the two 

algorithms, the used UWB Bistatic SAR system parameters are as given in table 4.1. These 

parameters are very near to the parameters used in real systems. 

Table 4.1: The used UWB Bistatic SAR parameters in this thesis 

Parameter 

Value in the: 

Transmitter Receiver 

Minimum frequency (Fmin) 20 MHz 20 MHz 

Maximum frequency (Fmax) 90 MHz 90 MHz 

Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) 137 Hz  

Platforms speed (in x direction) (vx) 128 m/s 128 m/s 

Pulse duration (Tp) 5 µs 5 µs 

Flight altitude 3700 m 2900 m 

Minimum slant range  from Tx 5900 m  

Aperture length (Lap) 3826 m  

The received data matrix is generated by applying the parameters of table 4.1 into 

equation (3.1), but with td(t) as given in equation (3.3). By doing this the received data 

matrix, which is the matrix of the received pulse-compressed signal Scp(t,τ) for one point 

target located in the middle of the imaged scene, will be as in figure 4.1. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.1. (a) Received data matrix Scp(t,τ), (b) Zoomed version of (a), (c) Single raw from (a) 
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4.2 Implementation of the GBP & its gained results  

In the GBP the received pulse-compressed signal Scp(t,τ) is processed on a pulse-by-

pulse basis; i.e. a compressed pulse is read and its contribution to each image pixel is 

computed, and then the algorithm moves to the next pulse. In fact this pulse-by-pulse 

processing leads to a major advantage of GBP which is conservation of required memory, 

because beside the output image matrix, it is required to store only a single radar received 

pulse-compressed echo in memory. Once this radar echo has been backprojected to all image 

pixels it can be discarded. 

As a first step the output image grid size is chosen to be N by N where N=257 m. 

Then for each image pixel the transmitter-pixel-receiver time delay (tdelay= /c= (Rt + Rr)/c) 
of the current aperture position (current pulse) is calculated according to equation (3.6.b) and 

by applying the parameters of table 4.1. Then this calculated value of the time delay (tdelay) is 

interpolated, here nearest neighbor interpolation is used, to be used as a column index in the 

Scp(t,τ) matrix. By knowing this column index and remembering that the raw index is equal to 

the current processed pulse’s (aperture position) number, the value of Scp(t,τ) matrix at these 

indexes is picked up and added to the value of the output image at the current processed 

pixel. After that the algorithm moves to the next pulse (aperture position) and calculates its 

contribution to each image pixel, and then to the next pulse and so on until all the pulses have 

been used. 

So the algorithm as described above requires employing three for loops; the first one 

is the main for loop for every aperture position (azimuth position) of the platform, the second 

is for the Cartesian coordinate x of the output image which is parallel to the azimuth 

direction, and the third is the Cartesian coordinate y of the output image which is parallel to 

the range direction. 

The UWB Bistatic SAR output point target image formed by GBP is illustrated in 

figure 4.2.  

 

 
Figure 4.2. UWB Bistatic SAR output point target image formed by GBP 
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the Filled contours of UWB Bistatic SAR output point target 

image [in normalized dB] formed by GBP, and figure 4.4 is a zoomed version of figure 4.3 to 

clarify the -3dB contour. The importance of the -3dB contour is that it is used as a measure 

tool for the output image resolution in both range and azimuth directions. And in turn this 

output image resolution is used as a measure tool for the output image quality, i.e. higher 

image resolution means higher image quality.  

 

 

From figure 4.4 the boundary of the -3dB contour determines the values for the range 

resolution “rd” and the azimuth resolution “raz” in case of output image formed by GBP. 

These resolutions’ values are as follows: 

                                  

Therefore if the image resolution is denoted by “rd-by-raz m
2
”, it can be said that in 

this simulation the image resolution of the output image formed by GBP is 2.2-by-3.5 m
2
. 

It is remaining to say that in this simulation the GBP algorithm takes 602.1163 

seconds to form the output image. 

 
Figure 4.3. Filled contour of UWB Bistatic SAR point target image [in dB] formed by GBP 
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4.3 Implementation of the Bi-PFBP & its gained results 

Here also as in GBP, the received pulse-compressed signal Scp(t,τ) is processed on a 

pulse-by-pulse basis. The first step is that the output image grid size is chosen to be N by N 

where N=257 m.  

As a second step the subaperture length (No. subaperture positions (m)) is chosen to 

be          where Npulses is the number of the full aperture positions. According to the used 

parameters as in table 4.1: 

                                 and so                              (4.1) 

Thus the number of subapertures will be Npulses /m =64. The processing continues on a 

subaperture-by-subaperture basis and in each subaperture on a pulse-by-pulse basis. At the 

begining of each subaperture processing, the pixel locations for the subaperture polar image 

grid, centered at the middle of the current subaperture, are computed. The pixel seperation in 

the radial and angular directions is chosen according to the Nyquist rates as in equation 

(3.23) and with different up sampling factors
1
.  

                                                 

 

 

 
1
 The results of these different up sampling factors will be shown and compared among each other’s and also 

compared with the results gained from the GBP. 

 

Figure 4.4. Zoomed version of figure4.3 to clarify the image resolution 
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Then to calculate the current subaperture polar image Imi(r,α), the transmitter-pixel-

receiver time delay (tdelay= /c= (Rt + Rr)/c) between each pixel (r,α) of Imi(r,α) and the 

current subaperture position (current pulse) is calculated according to equation (4.2) and by 

applying the parameters of table 4.1. 

       
 

 
                                                   (4.2)

1
 

 Then this calculated value of the time delay (tdelay) is interpolated, here nearest 

neighbor interpolation is used, to be used as a column index in the Scp(t,τ) matrix. By 

knowing this column index and remembering that the raw index is equal to the current 

processed pulse’s (aperture position) number, the value of Scp(t,τ) matrix at these indexes is 

picked up and added to the value of the current subaperture polar image Imi(r,α) at the 

current processed pixel (r,α). After that the algorithm moves to the next pulse in the current 

subaperture (subaperture position) and calculates its contribution to each current subaperture 

polar image’s pixel (r,α). Figure 4.5 shows the last subaperture polar image for different up 

sampling factors. 

 

Once the processing of the whole pulses in the current subaperture is finished, the 

current subaperture polar image Imi(r,α) is transfered to the final high resolution output 

                                                 

 

 

 
1
 For the variables in this equation please see chapter3. 

 

(a) Up sampling factor =1 

Figure 4.5. Subaperture polar image 
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image on the Cartesian grid Im(x,y). This is done by computing the contribution for every 

pixel (x,y) in the final output image by finding the corresponding point in the current 

subaperture polar image according to 

                   
      and                                   (4.3)

1
 

At this step two-dimensional nearest neighbor interpolation is used to approximate 

the subaperture polar image data in between pixels on the up sampled polar grid. 

After transferring the current subaperture polar image Imi(r,α) data to the final high 

resolution output image on the Cartesian grid Im(x,y), the next subaperture polar image 

Imi+1(r,α) is computed and then transferred to the final output image. The processing 

continues until all the subapertures and all the pulses have been used, and at the end the final 

high resolution output image Im(x,y) is retrieved. 

The UWB Bistatic SAR output point target image formed by Bi-PFBP is illustrated in 

figure 4.6 for different up sampling factors. 

                                                 

 

 

 
1
 For the variables in this equation please see chapter3. 

 

(b) Up sampling factor =8 

Figure 4.5. Subaperture polar image 
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Figure 4.7 illustrates the Filled contours of UWB Bistatic SAR output point target 

image [in normalized dB] formed by Bi-PFBP for different up sampling factors, and figure 

4.8 is a zoomed version of figure 4.7 to clarify the -3dB contours. 

 
(a) Up sampling factor =1 

 

 
(b) Up sampling factor =8 

 

Figure 4.6. UWB Bistatic SAR output point target image formed by Bi-PFBP 
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(a) Up sampling factor =1 

 

 
(a) Up sampling factor =8 

 

Figure 4.7. Filled contour of UWB Bistatic SAR point target image [in dB] formed by Bi-PFBP 
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From figure 4.8 the boundary of the -3dB contour determines the values for the range 

resolution “rd” and the azimuth resolution “raz” in case of output image formed by Bi-PFBP 

for different up sampling factors. These resolutions’ values are as follows: 

 
(a) Up sampling factor =1 

 

 
(b) Up sampling factor =8 

 

Figure 4.8. Zoomed version of figure4.7 to clarify the images’ resolution 
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                                           in case of up sampling factor =1. 

                                            in case of up sampling factor =4. 

                                           in case of up sampling factor =8. 

Therefore remembering that the image resolution is denoted by “rd-by-raz m
2
”, it can 

be said that in this simulation the image resolutions of the output images formed by Bi-PFBP, 

for different up sampling factors, are as follows: 

4.3-by-6.6 m
2
  in case of up sampling factor =1. 

2.3-by-3.93 m
2
  in case of up sampling factor =4. 

2.2-by-3.7 m
2
  in case of up sampling factor =8. 

It is remaining to say that in this simulation the execution times to form the output 

image by using the Bi-PFBP algorithm, with different up sampling factors, are as follows: 

11.4707 seconds  in case of up sampling factor =1. 

44.3950 seconds  in case of up sampling factor =4. 

149.5554 seconds  in case of up sampling factor =8. 

4.4 Comparison between the obtained results of GBP and Bi-PFBP 

In this section the results obtained in the previous two sections are compared and 

summarized as in table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Comparison between the obtained results of GBP and Bi-PFBP 

Used algorithm Image 

resolution 

Execution 

time 

GBP 2.2-by-3.5 m
2
 602.1163 sec 

Bi-PFBP with up sampling factor =1 4.3-by-6.6 m
2
 11.4707 sec 

Bi-PFBP with up sampling factor =4 2.3-by-3.93 m
2
 44.3950 sec 

Bi-PFBP with up sampling factor =8 2.2-by-3.7 m
2
 149.5554 sec 

From table 4.2 it is clear that the highest image quality (highest image resolution) is 

obtained when the GBP is used for UWB Bistatic SAR image formation, but on the other 

hand using GBP leads to the highest execution time (highest computation load) and this 

makes the GBP to be impracticable in many situations.  

Also table 4.2 confirms that using the Bi-PFBP (with up sampling factor =1) leads to 

drastic reduction in the execution time, but this is on the expense of decreasing the image 

quality. The problem of the reduction in the image quality when Bi-PFBP is used can be 

solved by increasing the up sampling factor while the execution time will still be very low as 

compared to the GBP’s execution time. 
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this thesis a fast time domain algorithm called Bi-PFBP is proposed for UWB 

bistatic SAR image formation. The Bi-PFBP inherits the time-domain algorithms’ merits 

over frequency-domain algorithms. It divides the full synthetic aperture into subapertures. 

Each subaperture produces a polar grid image. The main point, in Bi-PFBP, is that the 

subaperture polar images have very low resolution in cross range (the angular direction); this 

means that they can be calculated on a pixel grid that is coarse in the angular direction. The 

final image is obtained by combining all subaperture polar images after converting them to 

the final high-resolution Cartesian image, in this conversion interpolation is used. Since the 

subaperture images contain far fewer pixels in cross range than the final image, far fewer 

operations are required to be executed as compared to GBP. It is proved, theoretically and by 

simulation, that Bi-PFBP has less computation load as compared to the standard back 

projection GBP, i.e. it is found that the computation load of Bi-PFBP is less by 

approximately a factor of    as compared to GBP when each one of them is used to form 

N×N image scene with N aperture positions. At the same time it is shown that the Bi-PFBP 

can reserve almost the same formed image quality as GBP, when an up sampling factor 

bigger than “1” is used in Bi-PFBP. 
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